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Introduction

• Disparities in pain management are well documented in healthcare
across racial and ethnic groups. Recent research has placed an
amplified focus on undertreated pain and the suffering it causes
Black individuals (Campbell & Edwards, 2012).
• Black individuals experience inequalities and disparities in pain
assessment and management (Booker, 2015).
• Black individuals are less likely to receive opioid analgesics when
experiencing pain; 59% of Black patients with pain did not receive
the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended dose of
analgesics when seeking care (Campbell & Edwards, 2012).
• These disparities in pain management are often due to many
factors including bias of healthcare professionals. False, racist
perceptions endure among healthcare workers that Black and White
Figure 1. Search Flow (PRISMA)Diagram for SLR
patients are fundamentally different in a biological sense.
• These include the belief that Black people possess a higher pain
Results
tolerance, have thicker skin and fewer nerve endings than White • Two studies measured bias using the Implicit Association Test (IAT).
Sabin et al., (2012) found that the race IAT was suggestive of weak propeople (Akinlade, 2020).
White bias on the race IAT (mean IAT D score = 0.18, SD = 0.44, p = 0.01).
• Despite growing awareness of this issue supported by decades of
Hirsh et al., (2015) found the average IAT score was indicative of a
evidence, Black individuals still experience disparities in pain
preference of White patients over Black patients (mean = 0.50, SD = 0.42)
management when seeking care.
with significant deviation from a theoretical situation in which there was
• The purpose of this systematic literature review is to assess the
no bias present (t[122] = 13.19, P < .001).
influence of provider bias on pain management for Black
• One study (Hirsh et al., 2019) measured provider bias using clinical
individuals.

vignettes, finding equivalent bias by provider race (X2(2)=0.61, p=0.74) and
sex (X2(1)=0.11, p=0.75) Hoffman et al., (2016) found that medical students
Methods
who endorsed more false beliefs rated Black patients as feeling less pain
Databases searched: CINAHL, PubMed
than White patients (B= 0.45, SE= 0.20, t(211) = 2.24, P = 0.026.
Keywords: Black/African American, implicit bias, prejudice, discrimination,
unconscious bias, pain management, pain reduction, pain control &analgesic • Two studies considered pain management of adult Black patients. Shields
et al. 2019 examined pain management in patients with advanced lung
Limiters/query modifiers: Pain management OR pain relief OR pain
cancer and the risk of racial disparities in treatment, finding that
control OR pain reduction AND bias OR prejudice OR discrimination
oncologists were less likely to prescribe to Black patients reporting cancer
AND Black OR African American
pain but that primary care physicians were not (odds-ratio 0.24, 95% CI
Inclusion criteria: English language; peer-reviewed; quantitative or mixedbetween 0.07--0.81) Ezenwa & Fleming (2013) reported a correlation
methods research; articles published between 2010-2020; pain management
between race and pain management composite scores (X^2(1, N = 889) =
in Black Americans or African Americans
10.76, p < .001). Hausmann et al., (2020) found that Black patients had
Exclusion criteria: self report/grey literature; qualitative studies; studies
higher perceived clinician discrimination scores (48.1%, p = <0.001), rated
published before 2010-2020; pain reporting in other minority groups
health status as poor/very poor (49.4%, p = 0.005) and history of
Appraisal: The eight selected articles were analyzed using a quality appraisal
depression (63.5%, p = <0.001).
tool that was developed by the researchers from guidelines established by
• Two studies considered management of pain in Black children. Goyal et
Polit and Beck (2020, pp. 101-104). Four studies used methodological
al., (2015) found that 20.7% of Black children received treatment
approaches that focused on randomized controlled design; three studies
compared to 43.1% of White patients ((95% CI, 5.3%-36.0 vs 43.1% (95% CI,
used cross-sectional analysis; one study was a correlational analysis

Discussion
• Our findings suggest a high prevalence of provider bias and
influence on the pain management of Black patients. The studies
included in this review showed equal bias of providers in pain
management and treatment in both children and adults, which is
seen across all levels of practice (medical students, residents, and
practicing physicians). The studies included also indicate that bias
exists in simulation (care provided via patient actors and/or clinical
vignettes), and in evaluating previous patient encounters and
provider prescribing patterns.
• Overall, the risk of both selection and reporting biases were
considered for each study and were found to be generally low-risk.
At the review level, efforts were made to reduce the introduction of
bias between both researchers.
• Only one study in this review considered medical students; none of
these studies considered APRNs in training or in practice. Future
studies might seek to uncover levels of bias between these groups
and in providers-in-training.
• This review has helped to shed light on the inequities that Black
Americans face when seeking healthcare for pain management. To
move towards a system that is equitable and just for Black
individuals, policy reform that takes into consideration the existence
of provider biases in the clinical setting must be prioritized
• The hope in addressing provider bias in pain management for Black
patients is to draw attention to the issue and create meaningful,
lasting change rooted in policy, education, and equitable healthcare
reform for Black Americans.
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